
 

 

SUMMER BREAK STORAGE OF BLOCK 5 RULES 
I. Baseline statements 

1) Summer break storage (storage) is located in cellar of block 5, in room „ping pong “ 

2) Storage administrator will be assigned by block 5 student representative 

3) Purpose of storage is to offer students, which are leaving Strahov for summer break, a place to store their things. 

4) You can store thing on you own danger. In case of lost or damage, the administrator will try to solve the problem, but is not 

responsible for anything. 

5) Access to the storage is possible only during opening hours stated by administrator. It’s not possible to access storage in July 

and August. 

II. What can be stored in storage 
1) Storage is not suitable for storing expensive things, things that require regular checking, or things that degrade over time. 

2) It is possible to store: 

a) Things, that are not perishable (can’t be dirty or smelly) 

b) Fridges – must be defrosted and dry 

c) Small thing bust be stored in closed boxes 

3) Things must be packed in a way, so it can be moved and cannot be damaged. 

4) Total value of stored things can’t be over 5000 CZK 

III. Storing 
1) Storing will be possible during July. Storage administrator will specify opening hours, or you can store thing after arrangement 

with administrator. 

2) Storage administrator will decide if things can be stored, based of storage rules and his own opinion. 

3) Storage administrator has no duty to check, take care of, or insure stored things. 

4) Owner will store things based on administrator directions. 

5) When storing things, owner will fill a protocol. By signing the protocol, owner agrees that he read the storage rules, that he 

agrees with them, and that he didn’t stated any lies in the protocol. 

6) Stored thins must be visibly and permanently marked with owner’s name, email, phone, room number, and protocol number 

assigned by administrator. 

7) Administrator or his representative will be present during stored and will check and sign the protocol. 

IV. Pickup 
1) Pickup takes place in September and October. Administrator will state specific hours, or you can pick up thing after arrangement 

with administrator. 

2) Owner will bring protocol and administrator, or his representative will hand out stored things. 

3) If owner wants to pick up thing after October, he must negotiate an exception with administrator. Exception is not guaranteed 

4) If owner will not pick up his things before due date, he gives up his ownership and allows administrator to throw the thigs in the 

trash, give them to any other person, sell them, or do anything he wants with them. 

5) If owner can’t pick his things up, he can have someone else to pick the things up. He must inform storage administrator about 

this fact using email stated in the protocol. Original protocol is still needed during pickup. 

6) After signing the pick-up protocol, the owner agrees that he picked up all his things without any objections. 

V. Final statements 
1) Owner is responsible for any damage caused by his acting, his things, or anything he did against these rules.  

2) By signing the protocol, owner agrees with these rules. 

3) These rules are in in effect since 30th May 2019 

 

 

 

In Prague, 30th May 2019 

        ____________________________________ 

              Adam Ježek 

                         Block 5 students’ representative  


